The National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics, Japan (NINJAL) has undertaken a corpus compilation project to construct a web corpus for linguistic research comprising 25 billion words. The project is divided into four parts: page collection, linguistic analysis, development of the corpus concordance system, and preservation. This article presents a corpus concordance system named 'BonTen', which enables a ten-billion-scaled corpus to be queried by string, a sequence of morphological information or a subtree of the syntactic dependency structure.
Introduction
The National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics, Japan (NINJAL) has compiled a ten-billion-word scale Japanese web corpus named 'NINJAL Web Japanese Corpus' (hereafter 'NWJC') (Asahara et al., 2014) . This paper presents the web-based corpus concordance system 'BonTen' -Brahman 1 for NWJC. The system designs are based on the string search mechanisms of the web-based search system 'Shonagon' 2 , which is used to search 'the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese' (hereafter 'BCCWJ') . Shonagon enables a short unit sequence search to be carried out on the web-based corpus concordance system 'Chunagon' for BCCWJ, and a dependency search to be performed on the corpus management system 'ChaKi.NET' (Matsumoto et al., 2005; Asahara et al., 2016) . Because the system functions as a web application, the user only requires a web browser to access the corpus. The user interface design 3 is based on that of 'ChaKi.NET'. The back-end search system is based on 'Sedue for Bigdata' and was developed by Retrieva Inc. 4 . The search system can effectively search the ten-billion-word scale corpora at practical speeds.
'NINJAL Web Japanese Corpus' (NWJC)
NWJC is a web corpus for Japanese linguistic research comprising ten billion words.
Page collection is performed by employing remote harvesting using the Heritrix crawler. 5 Our web crawler processes one hundred million URLs every three months to provide fixed-point observations for one year. The list of URLs is changed annually.
In linguistic analysis, we perform normalisation, Japanese morphological analysis, and Japanese dependency analysis. The crawled pages are normalised by nwc-toolkit-0.0.2 6 to remove HTML tags and convert character encoding, after which they are split into sentences. The periods (Kuten), exclamation marks, and question marks are removed during the sentence splitting process. Sentences are collected according to types rather than by tokens to alleviate duplication issues on the web. Sentences are paraphrased for type unification purposes by using the uniq command (with sort). We use the Japanese copyright law prevents us from making the corpus publicly available. However, the data will be accessible by search engine to enable the user to search for query strings, morphological information, and syntactic dependency subtrees. The result shows the links to the original pages. The search engine includes data crawled from October 2014 to December 2014 (2014-4Q) by the types of sentences. The statistics for the data are provided in Table 1 . 
Functions of the corpus concordance system 'BonTen'
This section describes the functions of the BonTen corpus concordance system 'BonTen'. We aimed to utilize existing user interface designs for query building. However, some functions such as regular expression matching are omitted in order to work on a ten-billion-word scale corpus.
Below, we introduce three query systems: string search, short unit search, and dependency search. We also present the display of retrieval results.
String Search
A string search is the most fundamental query function for accessing the corpus and returns sentences that include the exact same query string. The result can be refined by the last two parts of the URL domain. 11 BonTen cannot use regular expressions such as concatenation, alternation, and Kleene star, because the length of Japanese words tends to be shorter than other languages.
Because the data is stored in the form of sentences, we cannot throw a query across sentence boundaries. Although some preceding systems use a history function to liset previous user queries, this function was not implemented in BonTen. The history function will not be implemented until the end of 2016.
We demonstrate the two formats in which retrieval results are displayed. Authenticated users will be able to use the rich display. We present the display itself in Section 3.4.
Short Unit Search
The short unit search is a function that is very similar to the short unit search function in Chunagon and tag search function in ChaKi.NET. The function can throw queries based on sequences of morphological information. Figure 1 shows the on-screen display of an example query. The boxes correspond to the morphemes (short units) in the sentences. We can determine the relative positions of the boxes. Relative position '0' denotes a centred word in the KWIC. A relative position with a negative value indicates the left side of the centred word. A relative position with a positive value indicates the right side of the 7 http://mecab.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/mecab/doc/ 8 https://osdn.jp/projects/unidic/ 9 https://taku910.github.io/cabocha/ 10 ./configure --with-posset=UNIDIC 11 Internet top-level domain such as .com and .jp, and second-level domain such as .co.jp and ac.jp. centred word. The two numbers on the box denote the relative positions between the boxes, in which the number on the left is the minimum (left-most) relative positions and the number on the right is the maximum (right-most) relative positions.
The box can specify the following morphological information: Surface form: (⟨ ⟩) the form appearing in the sentence; POS1, POS2, POS3, POS4: ⟨ 1⟩, ⟨ 2⟩, ⟨ 3⟩, ⟨ 4⟩ parts of speech in the hierarchical tag; Conjugation type: ⟨ ⟩; Conjugation form: ⟨ ⟩; Lemmareading: ⟨ ⟩ the reading form of entry data in the UniDic, which should be transcribed using Katakana; and Lemma: ⟨ ⟩ the writing form of entry data in the UniDic. The POSs, Conjugation type, and Conjugation form are listed by clicking the icon. Because the data is stored in sentence form, we cannot throw a query across sentence boundaries. Althogh some preceding systems use a history function to list previous user queries, BonTen has not implemented a history function. The history function will be not implemented until the end of 2016.
The boxes can be expanded by clicking '+', reduced by clicking '×', or cleared by clicking the eraser icon.
In the example, we specify a centred word of the POS type 'Noun, Proper Noun, Place Name' followed by the lemma ' (language)'. 
Dependency Search
The dependency search function is nearly the same as that in ChaKi.NET. The function can be used to search for 'Bunsetsu (Japanese base phrase)'-based dependency structures. The query can be specified by providing a subtree of the Bunsetsu-based dependency structure, such as morphological information, the relative position in a Bunsetsu, the relative positions between Bunsetsus, and the dependency relation. Figure 2 shows a screen displaying an example query. The green and orange boxes specify the Bunsetsus. The numbers on the upper left side of the colored boxes specify the ID of the Bunsetsu (to the left of the colon) and the ID of the head Bunsetsu (to the right of the colon). Theˆsign in the figure indicates the left (Bunsetsu) boundary. The − sign in the figure indicates that the two (morpheme) units are adjacent. The < sign in the figure indicates that the two (Bunsetsu) units occur in this linear order. We can also use the $ sign as the right (Bunsetsu or Sentence) boundary. The + sign is for increasing the size of a morpheme or Bunsetsu box.
In this example, we define two Bunsetsus: the first Bunsetsu includes a word of the POS type 'Noun, Proper Noun, Place Name' as the left-most word followed by the lemma ' (language)', whereas the other Bunsetsu includes a word of the POS type 'Verb'. The two Bunsetsus appear in this order and have a dependency relation.
Displaying the retrieval results
The retrieval results show the number of query hits, and the example sentences. Fifty example sentences are displayed using pagination. We prepared the following two displays of retrieval results. The first is a simple example in which only the sentences are rapidly displayed. The second is a rich example ( Figure  3 ) in which sentences are shown together with the morphemes and Bunsetsus segmented according to the top level of the POS tag. In the figure, the mouse cursor is on the morpheme/Bunsetsu ' ' (in the yellow background) of the fourth example. The morphological information appears in a pop-up box and is displayed against a white background. The Bunsetsus that appear against a blue background are dependants of those highlighted in yellow, whereas a Bunsetsu highlighted in pink is the head of the Bunsetsu highlighted in yellow.
We also provide two services to download the results. The first enables 50 example sentences to be displayed with the morphological information and syntactic dependency structure in the format of the syntactic dependency parser CaboCha. The second service allows the user to download the retrieved sentences (max. 100,000 sentences) in tsv format (without any linguistic annotation). Both of these types of data are displayed with a URL list. The line ending code can be specified as CRLF (Windows), LF(Linux), or CR(Mac OS). The character encoding is fixed as UTF-8.
Evaluations
We evaluated the response time of the corpus concordance system using the Firefox 40.0.1 browser with HttpWatch Basic Version 10.0.44 12 . The computer was connected to the Internet via optic fibre for home use and the evaluation was performed in March 2016. Table 2 shows the results of the string search in two display modes. The simple display mode produces results reasonably quickly, with the network latency being the main cause of time loss. The rich display mode needs time to construct visualization of linguistic annotations, including morphological information and dependency structures. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of a Short Unit Search and Dependency Search, respectively. The dependency subtree search on the ten-billion-word scale web corpus takes less than one minute, and includes rich annotation information. Both searches can only be carried out in the rich display mode. The first query in Table 3 is a pattern of words of the POS type 'Noun, Proper Noun, Place Name' as the left-most word followed by the lemma ' (people)'. The second query in Table 3 involves a pattern containing one or two words (wildcards) between the word 'National' and the compound word 'Research Institute'. Both queries need less than 20 seconds to fetch the results. The first query in Table 4 relates to a pattern consisting of two Bunsetsus with a dependency relation in the following linear order. The first Bunsetsu includes a word of the POS type 'Noun, Proper Noun, Person Name' as the left most word followed by the surface form ' ' and the POS is a Case Particle (Subject marker). The second Bunsetsu includes a word of the POS type 'Adjective General'. Because there are no lexicalized content words among the content words, the query takes nearly one minute to display a result. The second query in Table 4 again involves a pattern consisting of two Bunsetsus with a dependency relation in the following linear order. The first Bunsetsu includes the surface form 'Prime Minister' as the left-most word followed by the surface form ' ' and the POS is a Case Particle (Subject marker). The second Bunsetsu includes a word of the POS type 'Verb'. Thus, one lexicalized entry reduces the query time.
Conclusions
The paper presents the functions of the BonTen corpus concordance system. The system has the ability to process queries using strings, morphological information sequence, and by using a subtree of the dependency structure for the ten-billion scale web corpus.
